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A l o h aA l o h a t o  y o u  a l l
Hopefully you will receive this issue before another year is over, time 
certainly flies by.
The Birthday Convention has come and gone it was a great day, not as
many attended as previous meetings this year due to illnesses etc., but I
think everyone enjoyed themselves.
Pat Jones was unable to come due to another car accident fortunately I’m glad to say Pat
was not hurt this time, but apparently the car is a write-off. I’m sure we all hope Pat is O.K.
and that it didn’t shake her up too much.

I would like to thank Beryl for once again organising us all, and also to the helpers in the
kitchen especially Nora Bluck, Kath Hancocks and an extra thank you to Phil Mitchell which
without his help the baked potatoes would probably still be in the oven. 
Hopefully there will be photos in the next issue.

Norman Fletcher has not been too well this year, but after an operation Aldyth informed me
that he’s now recovering and thankfully a lot better, look after yourself Norman, and we hope
you will both be able to come to Brecon next year. 

Thank you to Doreena Sugondo for her memories of her time with Felix Mendelssohn, more
in the next issue.

The Steel Guitar world has lost another great steel player in John Hughey. John passed away
on November 18, 2007 at the age of 73. He was a member of the steel Guitar Hall of Fame. 
Basil will write more details in the next issue.

Welcome to all the new members, we hope you will introduce yourselves with a letter or even
an article, we all like to hear about members lives, be it in a band or just an interest in music,
or funny stories, basically anything. 

New member Mick Humbert came to the Birthday meeting and sang some rock and roll for
us, which everyone enjoyed, hope to see you at the next one Mick.

The back page is a montage of all  20 issues, celebrating 5 years of Aloha Dream.

Well its time for most of you to rejoin, there will be a form in your mag if you need to rejoin,
we hope you will all stay with us for another year. (Thanks Steve... you were first again.) 
Also what I’ve said to the new members applies to everyone, please lets have more input...
This is your mag.

B a s i l  a n d  I  w o u l d  l i k e  t o  w i s h  y o u  a l l  a  v e r y  h a p p yB a s i l  a n d  I  w o u l d  l i k e  t o  w i s h  y o u  a l l  a  v e r y  h a p p y
C h r i s t m a s  a n d  a  p r o s p e r o u s  N e w  Y e a r .C h r i s t m a s  a n d  a  p r o s p e r o u s  N e w  Y e a r .

Mele Kalik imakaMele  Kalik imaka
Pat  and Baz .                  Pat and Baz.                  
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Jeffrey Apaka remembers it as the happiest Christmas
of his life. His parents were divorced. He was home
from military school. He and his father Alfred had the
house to themselves, and Jeff had a bedroom of his
own.
"I never experienced the father-and-son relationship
more wholly than (in) those two precious weeks.
I didn't have any inkling that I was never going to see
him again, I just thought of it as a glorious two weeks
in his new home, and he decorated the bedroom for
me with everything that a young guy would like to
see."
Barely a month later, Jeffrey Apaka was home again.
His father, Alfred Apaka, had collapsed during a late
morning game of handball at the Central YMCA just
across the Ala Wai Canal from Waikiki, and was pro-
nounced dead before noon. It was January 30, 1960.
Alfred Apaka was seven weeks short of his 41st birth-
day.
"I returned 29 days later, and the house was bare,
stripped," Jeff recalls. "My aunts and uncles all came
in, all the performers in his show came in, and every-
one wanted something. So when I walked in that night
- I flew in and got in at about 11 at night and walked
into the house about twelve thirtyish - they had KHVH
radio on playing nothing but nonstop Alfred Apaka

songs, and it was echoing and echoing because there
was like nothing there. The walls were bare, every-
thing was absolutely gone.
"My bedroom was stripped, my father's closet was
stripped. One person who is still employed with the
Hilton Hawaiian Village Hotel was putting crystal ware
into boxes."
Jeff Apaka survived a tumultuous life and is now a
zealous custodian of his father's legacy. A recent mul-
timedia program commemorating the life and times of
Alfred Apaka attracted a standing room only crowd at
Bishop Museum.
"I don't know why I do it, but he has been neglected."
Hawaii's Golden VoiceHawaii's Golden Voice
Alfred Apaka defined the sound and the romantic
ambiance of Hawaiian music during the final decade
of Territorial rule and the first months of statehood.
The golden man with the romantic baritone was
signed by Decca Records in 1950 and achieved even
greater prominence two years later when he was "dis-
covered" by Bob Hope during a gig at Don the
Beachcomber's on Kalakaua Avenue in Waikiki. Hope
featured him on national television that same year.
Spots on other shows followed.
It came as no surprise that hard-driving industrialist
and developer Henry J. Kaiser insisted on having
Alfred Apaka as his headliner in the Tapa Room at
Kaiser's Hawaiian Village. Alfred Apaka & His Village
Men opened there on September 15, 1955. Pauline
Isaacs danced auwana (modern hula); Iolani Luahine
danced kahiko (ancient hula).
Benny Kalama was Apaka's musical director. It wasn't
the first time that they'd worked together. They met for
the first time in 1938 when Kalama was bass player
and arranger of the Don McDiarmid Orchestra, and
Apaka, still in high school, came to an audition.
"Don McDiarmid (Sr.) wanted to audition some singers
so here came this big Hawaiian guy [Alfred] and a
bunch of guys from Roosevelt High School pushing
Alfred to come up there.
He went up there and sang 'Blue Hawaii.' So Don
McDiarmid looked at me, and I said, 'That's the boy.'"
The Don McDiarmid Orchestra worked a busy sched-
ule. Matson owned both the Royal and the Waialae
Country Club. The Orchestra played four nights a
week at the Royal and two nights a week at the coun-
try club. When Alfred Apaka's Roosevelt High School
classmates were celebrating their graduation, he was
singing with the band.
Born Alfred Aiu Afat, Jr.,Born Alfred Aiu Afat, Jr., in Honolulu on March
19, 1919. Of Chinese, Hawaiian and Portuguese
descent, he was the only son out of six children born
to Mary Aholo and Alfred Aiu Afat, Sr. 
His family had ties to the monarchy, and his great
aunt, Lydia Aholo, was a hanai daughter of Queen
Liliuokalani. Alfred Afat, Sr. was an accomplished
singer, and Alfred, Jr. grew up singing.
With the exception of two years spent on Molokai,
Alfred Jr. grew up in Honolulu. 
He enjoyed playing the ukulele, and surfing and swim-
ming at Waikiki.

A l f r e d
Hawa i i ' s  G o l d e nHaw a i i ' s  G o l d e n
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He also excelled in team sports at Roosevelt High
School. He was shot putter on the track team and
played tackle on the Rough Rider football team (the
school was named for Theodore, not FDR).
Roosevelt High in the 1930s was a public English
Standard School - not private like Punahou or
Kamehameha, but not fully open to the public either.
Prospective students had to pass a language test and
prove their command of basic "standard" English;
some accounts say that Alfred, Sr. sent his son back
to Molokai so Alfred, Jr. could attend Roosevelt and
remain proficient in grammatical "standard" English as
well as pidgin.
"He was a class (year) ahead of me," Don McDiarmid,
Jr. recalls. "He was in the acapella choir, which was a
big deal in those days. Long before Kamehameha
(schools) had their big songfest, Roosevelt High
School had it's acapella choir, and they put on a con-
cert every year, maybe two, and Alfred got the job as
the male soloist; I think Leilani Wright was the female
soloist. They did songs like 'Ke Kali Nei Au.' Those
were spectacular shows.
"He didn't speak very good English. He was strictly a
pidgin English guy, but he used to come over to my
house, and my mother would help him with the correct
words. He got to where he'd sing perfect English and
then talk to you in pidgin English," McDiarmid, Jr. said.
"Anyway, the story that went around my family was
that he went down to audition for my dad at the Royal
Hawaiian, and there were two other guys. He went
first, and my dad sent the other guys home."
Alfred's plans of becoming a doctor were shelved for
good as he pursued his musical career. He took a sec-
ond job singing and playing bass with female vocalist
Leolani Blaisdell at the Alexander Young Hotel. Less

than two years later, Alfred and his wife, Diane, were
off to the Mainland. Ray Kinney had signed him as
featured vocalist with the Hawaiian Musical
Ambassadors in the Hawaiian Room of the Hotel
Lexington in New York City.
It was around this time that Alfred Aiu Afat, Jr. became
Alfred Aholo Apaka. The "F" became a "P" and the "T"
a "K" - because Hawaiian words don't end with a con-
sonant, "Afat" became "Apaka." His maternal sur-
name became his new middle name. His father even-
tually changed his own name and became Alfred
Aholo Apaka, Sr.
Kinney and his musicians stopped in Hollywood for a
Decca Records recording session. Alfred sang lead
on a B-side recording of "Hawaii's Charm," a hapa-
haole song written by Harry B. Soria, Sr. and Dick
Gump. It was the first time that Alfred Apaka's name
appeared on a record label. Try to find one today!
Return to HawaiiReturn to Hawaii
Alfred Apaka would be featured on several more
Kinney recordings. Divorced and rejected for military
service for having flat feet, he returned to Hawaii in
1943 and rejoined the Don McDiarmid Orchestra play-
ing bass and singing at the Kewalo Inn.
In 1944, he formed a 10-piece band of his own and
played for several years at a club called Le Hula
Rhumba on Lunalilo Street. It was during that time
that Randy Oness selected him as the lead vocalist of
Randy Oness' Select Hawaiian Serenaders, a studio
band assembled to record two four-disc, 78 rpm
albums for Bell Records. (A standard 78 rpm record
generally contained a single song on each side; an
album of eight songs would consist of four discs and
a photo album like book to hold them.)
"I selected the best because they were 'Randy Oness'
Select Hawaiian Serenaders.'" Oness explains.
"(Alfred) had such a good lead voice. Nobody has a
voice like that. Smooth. He had a very natural voice
and a terrific range. He never forced it when he was
singing high. He'd just go."

Apaka and band Apaka and band 
photo courtesy of Jeff Apakaphoto courtesy of Jeff Apaka

Alfred at the Hawaiian Village 1955Alfred at the Hawaiian Village 1955
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It was during the same period that Apaka met and
married Edna Blake, a singer with McDiarmid's
orchestra. Their son, Jeffrey Aholo Apaka (known in
the early Fifties as "Zeppy"), was born in 1946.
Apaka was invited to guest on Hawaii Calls in the
spring of 1947. Several months later, he was offered a
full-time engagement as vocalist in the show's house
band, Al Kealoha Perry & The Singing Surfriders. In
addition to singing for a radio audience of millions
nationwide, Apaka was heard as the featured vocalist
on several recordings that the group made for the
short-lived Aloha Records label in 1948.
Apaka returned to the recording studio in 1949 with a
new group - Alfred Apaka & His Hawaiians - and
recorded 10 songs for Bell. Benny Kalama sat in as
arranger and sang the high harmonies.
Apaka's career got another boost when Hal "J.
Akuhead Pupule" Lewis recorded him and then
played the recording in what would now be described
as "high rotation."
Those who worry these days that authentic Hawaiian
music is being pushed aside by rock 'n roll or whatev-
er will note that record producer Sonny Burke
expressed the same concerns during a Honolulu visit
in September 1955 - and looked to Alfred Apaka to
turn things around. Burke was in Hawaii to record 48
songs for Decca records at the KGMB (radio) studio.
One of the gems of the session was a recording of "Ke
Kali Nei Au" (a.k.a. "The Hawaiian Wedding Song") by
Rosalie Stephenson and Alfred Apaka.
"I believe people prefer to hear [Hawaiian] songs as
they are sung in Hawaii," Burke told the Honolulu
Star-Bulletin. "That's why we came here."
Martin Denny recalls meeting Apaka at Don the
Beachcomber's. With the completion of Kaiser's
Hawaiian Village, Alfred Apaka became the hotel's
entertainment director. He booked Denny at the Shell
Bar.
"He and Rosalie would do the wedding song togeth-
er," Denny says of the Beachcomber days. "On week-
ends, they'd go across the street to the Royal
Hawaiian Hotel and perform. Their rendition of 'The
Hawaiian Wedding Song' was one of the greatest.
People who heard them sing it still talk about it.
"(Alfred) was very close to the Kaisers, almost like an
adopted son, and they were so enamored of him that
they created the Tapa Room just for him. There was
gossip, but I don't think he had an enemy in the world.
He was an honorable guy, and he had a great gift."
Denny recalls that Alfred was a gentleman even when
Henry Kaiser decreed that Denny was "disloyal" and
an "ingrate" for not renewing his contract at the Shell
Bar.
"Henry had given orders that no one was to talk to me
for those last two months. (Alfred followed orders) but
rather than hurt my feelings (by not talking to me),
he'd walk clear around the block (so we wouldn't
meet). (Much later) I had to do a show for Coca-Cola
at the Village, and (Coke) said I had to do it with him.
I was wondering 'How am I going to handle this?' and
Alfred strode right to me with a great big smile and

extended his hand. We shook hands, and he said, 'I'm
so happy for you that you've done so well.' From that
point on we had this (great) rapport (again), and I'm
very happy that we were reconciled. He was one of
the great musical legends of Hawaii."
A Rare ChristmasA Rare Christmas
As Hawaii grew toward statehood, Alfred Apaka had
everything going for him. Honolulu's ace three-dot
columnist Eddie Sherman considered him a uniquely
charismatic entertainer.
"I must have gone to the Hawaiian Village twice a
week for years. He was like a (black velvet) painting
that came to life. He had a charisma that's rare in per-
formers. The minute he stepped out (on stage) he
grabbed you - male or female. It was like an essence
that just oozed from his body and that great dazzling
smile, the physique. The whole genre of his personal-
ity was magnetic. He would sing and have you under
his spell. If you could have put it in a bottle, everybody
would have wanted some," Sherman said.
"In a single word with a capital K - Klass. I never saw
him do a bad show. Every show was fresh as if he was
doing it for the first time. He was the main attraction
for years. The room was built for him, (and) there was
no place like it. He was it."
Sherman has no doubt that Alfred Apaka was on the
verge of becoming a national star.
"My then wife was doing the choreography for a TV
show, and the show was sold to the network the day
he died. But (had he lived), he probably would have
captured America. He had the (star) quality, he could
sing anything. Later came (Englebert) Humperdinck
and (Tom) Jones, but he was right there with the
magic. He could have recorded anything at all."
Alfred Apaka had been scheduled to appear that after-
noon on Hawaii Calls. The broadcast became a
memorial service and ended with "Aloha Oe." Several
of his friends were barely able to get through it.
Somehow, they did.
Over 1,000 people passed by the coffin as he lay in
state Saturday evening and Sunday morning at the
Nuuanu Memorial Park Mortuary. The Sunday after-
noon service at the Mormon Tabernacle on Beretania
Street drew a capacity crowd. Hundreds more, per-
haps a thousand, filled the sidewalks. The procession
then passed through Waikiki and stopped briefly at the
Hawaiian Village before proceeding to Diamond Head
Memorial Park.
Jeff Apaka was escorted by a family friend, adminis-
trative assistant Papee Mossman, from the hotel. His
mother and her daughter, Caroline, sat well away from
Jeff and the Apaka family at both the tabernacle and
the cemetery.
Alfred Apaka was buried as the sun sank below
Diamond Head, dressed in white and with a micro-
phone in his hands.
After ApakaAfter Apaka
Hawaii plunged forward into the euphoria of state-
hood; and an orgy of "development" that changed the
face and the pace of Waikiki forever. Sonny Burke
would return to Hawaii in 1965 to record Don Ho - 
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another uniquely talented entertainer - whose
laid back "suck 'em up" style was perhaps the
antithesis of everything Alfred Apaka had repre-
sented in those final pre-statehood years. Kui
Lee gave Waikiki as much of his angry brilliance
as he could manage while dying of cancer - but
no one was less like Alfred Apaka than Kui Lee.
After Don and Kui came one, two, three, many
male vocalists - all going for fame and fortune
singing for the tourists in Waikiki. Some starred
in luaus, others as the hosts of "fast-paced
Polynesian revues," others as stars of shows
that were often more pop or rock than hapa-
haole and Hawaiian. Some - most notably
Danny Kaleikini and Al Harrington - carved out
niches for themselves. Others quickly became
local entertainment footnotes.
And then there was the Hawaiian Renaissance
of the Sixties and Seventies - the discovery or
rediscovery of artists like Gabby Pahinui and
Genoa Keawe, and what often seemed to be
the rejection of the Territorial Era hapa-haole
musical traditions that Alfred Apaka personified.
Perhaps that's why it took the Hawaii Academy
of Recording Arts (HARA) 20 years to finally get
around to acknowledging Alfred Apaka with a
Lifetime Achievement Award in 1997. The pro-
ducers of the show did not invite Jeff Apaka to
sing one of his father's songs as part of the pro-
ceedings.
In contrast, Kahauanu Lake and the Hawaiian
Music Hall of Fame included Alfred Apaka
among its first inductees in 1995.
Perhaps things are changing. A nine-foot, four-
inch bronze statue of Alfred Apaka was unveiled
on the grounds of the Hilton Hawaiian Village
last year. It portrays Apaka in his trademark
white with a double carnation lei (red, of course)
and an ukulele.

Article and photos taken from various sources
including Hawaii Magazine by John Berger .   

Compiled by Pat Henriques.

Hana Ola records has released a new antholo-
gy album, Alfred Aholo Apaka: Hawaii's Golden
Voice, that presents computer audio-restored
digitally remastered recordings of 16 songs
from the Bell and Aloha Records sessions in the
late 1940s.
And there was that multimedia retrospective
created by Jeff Apaka and produced by Alan
Yoshioka at Bishop Museum last spring. 
Jeff hopes to make it a regular event and take it
on the road to the Mainland.
"I wish I could touch the Mainland with his music
and the show and all the stuff that people might
want to see again."

Opposite :-    Photo of the Alfred Apaka Statue
at the Hilton Hawaiian Village Beach 

Resort and Spa.

Jeff ApakaJeff Apaka
Above :-    Photos of some of
Alfred Apaka’s many Albums 
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The popularity of Hawaiian music in England and many countries in Europe came about after the visits to these
shores of many  Hawaiian musicians, playing in theatre stage plays such as "The Bird of Paradise" (itself the
subject of plagiarism). These presentations featured many fine guitarists and ukulele players, such as Joseph
Kekuku, and Segis Levaun (Juan Akoni). With this sort of exposure it was natural for musicians in the English
Isles and Scandinavia to begin to emulate them, many, in years to come were to become quite well known such
as the "Kilima Hawaiians" "Yngve Stoor" "Gino Bordin" "Marcel Bianchi" and in England "Felix Mendelssohn’s
Hawaiian Serenaders"
After the introduction of the Hawaiian Guitar to Denmark by Levaun, the first recordings  began to appear in
1920, (Polyphon)by Harold Mortensen, in the late 30's a Danish Hawaiian duo appeared, and were to become
a household name in that country.

Having been given a homemade CD of Hawaiian Music mostly of French musicians and naturally the odd Frank
Ferera, I found my attention drawn to a medley of songs like Carolina Moon, Aloha Oe played by a duo called
Kauni & Lulu (Lulo), as I had never heard of them I spoke to John Marsden and asked him if he knew who they
were, he remarked that he had a Polyphon Disc (78rpm) of this duo but knew little about them, although a
Cristian Af Rosenbourg had remarked several years before, that they were Danish!,
Armed with a scan of Johns 78,  the task of trying to gather information about musicians from the 30s or 40s
playing Hawaiian music is not easy, as many others have experienced, after many months I find a music archive
at the Statsbiblioteket in Aarhus, Denmark, their music library contained recordings of Kauni & Lulu playing
alongside singer Victor Cornelius, and also Elo Magnussen's Orchestra, with the help of Gunnil Rehling, and
Henning Vagn Trab at the University, a listing of their current holdings was acquired, I was surprised to see that
in these listings there were references to Kauni being (ie Kanui !! ) so was this duo actually Kanui & Lula in later
years, playing electric instruments ? 

A year on, the discovery of another man called Kauni Hansen provided the answer to my queries, he was 
actually the son of the duo we were seeking.
Old Hawaiian 78s were being played in households in Denmark like most other areas of europe, Kauni's father
Charles Christian Ludvigsen would listen to these recordings and learn to play them note for note, firstly, on his
homemade acoustic guitar, and later on, using an electric guitar, Charles also made instruments for other 
players, not only in Denmark, but also Sweden, where the music was also popular.

Charles Ludvigsen was born on the 27th of October 1915, in a working class home in the west part of Aalborg
in Denmark, as a young man he was a skilled cigar maker at a Cigar Factory called "Obel" in Aalborg, as a boy
he taught himself to play the violin, being the instrument of the time, although his preferred instrument was the
guitar, around this time (late 20s) it was not usually mentioned if you played a guitar as the only people who
played them were the Salvation Army, as a 16 year old he lost his heart to the soft tones of the Hawaiian Guitar,
which was not played much in Europe in those days, neither could one be bought in the shops.
By the end of WW11 Charles met Ruth Franciska Hansen who was born on the 17th of May  ?, she was an air
acrobat with the Miehe Circus, but just before meeting Charles she had fallen in a performance in which she
broke her back, she recovered after 6 months in hospital in Vejle, they met each other at a grandfather’s house,
he was also a circus performer, (circus clown) he lived in a street called Bleggaardsgangen in Aalborg where
many performers and artists passed by.
They began to play as the duo Kauni & Lulu and it was them that made Hawaiian music well known in Denmark,
everybody knew them (apart from certain collectors in England!!!) from countless radio broadcasts, and live 
performances, recording for Polyphon and Polydor. They ended their playing career with the birth of their son
in 1958.
Charles Christian Ludvigsen (Kauni) died on the 27th October on his Birthday in 1994 Ruth Franciska
Hansen(Lulu) died on the 5th June 1998.
So there we have it, a duo of fine musicians, and a big favourite of many Hawaiian music fans, I have includ-
ed some photographs kindly sent to me, with this information, from Kauni Rudolph Hansen the son of Kauni &
Lulu. Also the details forwarded from the Statsbiblioteket in Denmark, thanks to Gunnil and Henning, and also
John Marsden.

If anyone has any further comments to add to this, can they please Contact me at email;  slider@boltonc.freeserve.co.uk 
or through the Editors.

Colin Bolton

The Search for Kauni & LuluThe Search for Kauni & Lulu. . 
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Aloha oe : Hawaiisang : Hawaiiguitar m. Sang / Tekst: Flemming Geill ;
Den lille brune Pige : Hawaii Drø mme : Hawaiiguitar m. Sang / Tekst og
Musik: W. Schmidt / <det hele>: Kauni and Lulo, Hawaiian Duo / Sang:
Victor Cornelius
Polyphon : 78 o/min, mono
5 dubletter
Matrix;  1984 HDK

1985 HDK
Rec;     1942 
Polyphon.X 51063
.
Solskin kan man altid finde / Musik: Burke, Davis / Text: Henry Carlsen /
Sang: Victor Cornelius ; Honolulu moon / <I. Stern ?> / Violin: Elo
Magnussen / <det hele>: Kauni and Lulo, Hawaiian-Duo
Polyphon1941 : 78 o/min, mono 1 dublet Originaltitel : Carolina moon
Matrix;   1674 HDK

1675 HDK
Rec;      1941
Polyphon. N.S. 90895

Ved Hawaiis Kyst, 1.-2. Del / Kauni and Lulu, Hawaii Duo / med Elo
Magnussen og hans Strygeorkester / Sang: Victor Cornelius
Polyphon : 78 o/min, mono 5 dubletter Aloha oe ; Jeg er kun et gammelt
Minde (I'm forever blowing bubbles) ; One,two, three, four ; Carolina moon
Hawaiidrø mme ; Yaaka-hula-hickey-dula
Matrix;    2389 HDK

2390 HDK
Rec;       1946
Polyphon.X 51127

Hawaii-Strofer, 1.-2. Del / Kauni and Lulu, Hawaii Duo / med Elo
Magnussen og hans Strygeorkester
Polyphon : 78 o/min, mono
5 dubletter
Three o'clock in the morning ; Der er Solskin paa Havanna (When it's
springtime in the rockies) ; Under Tropenattens Himmel ; Bills Øjne (When
Irish eyes are smiling) ; Svar mig i Aften du kære (Melodia) ; Pjerrot,
Pjerrot, græd nu ikke (Silver threads among the gold)
Matrix;   2388 HDK

2387 HDK
Rec;      1946  
Polyphon.X 51126

Onkel Toms Sange, 1.-2. Del / Arr.: C. Ludvigsen / Kauni and Lulo / Sang:
Victor Cornelius
Polyphon : 78 o/min, mono
5 dubletter
Song of the islands ; Carry me back to old Virginny ; Old folks at home ; Old
black Joe ; Home sweet home
Matrix;   1983 HDK

1982 HDK
Rec;      1942           
Polyphon.XS 51041

Min brune Hula-Hula-Pige : Hawaii Vals / Musik: Kalle Cederquist / Text:
Peter Spar ; Farvel Honolulu, farvel! : Fox-Trot / Musik og Text: Eddie
Russell / <det hele>: Kauni and Lulu, Hawaii Duo / med Elo Magnussen og
hans Strygeorkester / Sang: Victor Cornelius
Polyphon : 78 o/min, mono
3 dubletter
Matrix;   2391 HDK

2392 HDK
Rec;      1946
Polyphon.X 51128

>Hawaii Toner, Nr. 2, 1.-2. Del / Kauni og Lulo med Elo Magnussen og hans
Orkester
Polyphon : 78 o/min, mono 5 dubletter
Where was I ; En lille Blomst fra Paradisets Strande ; Carolina moon ;
Sleepy lagoon ; My hula hula girl ; Charmaine
Matrix;   2532 HDK

2533 HDK
Rec;      1947
Polyphon.X 51197

My old Kentucky home = Græd dog ej du kære ; The old folks at home =
De gamle Folk derhjemme / <det hele>: Musik: S.C. Foster / Tekst: Sigfred
Pedersen /Kauni og Lulo, Hawaiian-Duo / Sang: Victor Cornelius
Polyphon1941 : 78 o/min, mono
3 dubletter
Matrix;   1666 HDK

1667 HDK
Rec;      1941
Polyphon. NS 90891

Honolulu march : Hawaiian traditional / hammondorgel: Bø rge Rosenwald
; Oua-oua : Hawaiian traditional / med rytmeakk. / sang: Kauni / <det hele>:
bearb. af Kauni / Kauni and Lulu
Polyphon : 78 o/min, mono
Optaget 1952
Matrix;   3109 HDK

3111 HDK
Rec;      1952
PolyphonX. 51471

Danish Discography of Danish Discography of 
Kauni  &  Lulu.Kauni  &  Lulu.
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Cynthia Read known as 
“The White Queen of the Islands”  

Sadly Cynthia  passed away on 24th September at the age of 82.
She was mostly known for her time with the Felix Mendelssohn's
Hawaiian Serenaders. She joined them in March 1945 and was
with them till they disbanded in 1951.
There is an article on Cynthia in the British Steelies Society mag.
No. 95 - July 2006.  Also in the  Aloha International Steel Guitar
Club mag. Jan/Mar 2007 both are by John Marsden.
There is a recording of Cynthia playing “Sleepy Lagoon” on the 
Harlequin CD, HQ CD 162, “Paradise Isle” by Felix  Mendelssohn's
Hawaiian Serenaders.
It can be ordered from Swift Mail Order, Unit 8 & 9 Phoenix Works,
93 Windsor Road Bexhill - on - Sea East Sussex TN39 3PE.
Our sympathies go to Cynthia’s family and friends.

Some of these days / Brooks / spillet af Hawaiian Duo Kauni and Lulo ; Ua
- Ua / spillet og sunget af Hawaiian Duo Kauni and Lulo
Polyphon1938 : 78 o/min, mono
1 dublet
Matrix;   854

855
Rec;     1938
Polyphon NS. 90763

Hawaii-klange, 1.-2. del / Kauni and Lulu / hammondorgel: Bø rge
Rosenwald
Polyphon : 78 o/min, mono
3 dubletter
Mapi no la ka oi ; Yaska hula hicki dula ; Hawaiian war chant ; Silver
threads
among the gold ; Three o'clock in the morning ; Hawaiian dreams
Optaget 1952  
Matrix;   3108 HDK

3110 HDK
Rec;     1952 

Polyphon X. 51470

In Mexico's Land / Musik: Kennedy, Carr / Text: Fl. Geill ; Ramona / Musik:
Mabel Wayne / Text: Henry Carlsen / <det hele>: Kauni and Lulo,
Hawaiian-Duo /Sang: Valdemar Davids
Polyphon1941 : 78 o/min, mono
1 dublet
Originaltitel : South of the border
Matrix;   1668 HDK

1669 HDK
Rec;      1941
Polyphon NS. 90894

Kærlighed på  Hawaii / tekst og musik: Peter Martin ; Jeg er kun et gam-
melt minde / musik: Kenbrown & Kellette <i.e. Kelette> / d.t.: L. Brandstrup
/ <det hele>: Kauni and Lulu, hawaiiguitar med rytme / hammondorgel:
Bø rge Rosenwald / sang: Victor Cornelius
Polyphon : 78 o/min, mono
4 dubletter

Originaltitel : Hawaiian love. Originaltitel : I'm forever blowing bubbles
Optaget 1952
Matrix;   3259 HDK

3260 HDK
Rec;      1952
Polyphon X. 51534

Aloha oe / musik: Queen Liliuokalani / d. tekst: Flemming Geill ; Den lille
brune pige : Hawaii-drø mmen / tekst og musik: W. Schmidt / <det hele>:
Kauni und Lulu, hawaiiguitar med rytme / hammondorgel: Bø rge
Rosenwald / sang: Victor Cornelius
Polyphon : 78 o/min, mono
3 dubletter
Matrix;   3257 HDK

3258 HDK
Rec;      1952
PolyphonX. 51533

One, two, three, four : Vals / af Alau ; Maui girl : Vals / af Muchacha / spillet
og sunget af Hawaiian duo: Kauni and Lulo / Hawaiian guitar
Polyphon : 78 o/min, mono
1 dublet  Optaget 1938
Matrix;   856 HDK

857 HDK
Rec;      1938           
Polyphon N.S. 99200

Hawaii Blomster, I-II / Kauni and Lulu med hammondorgel- og rytmeakk.
Polyphon. - 1 grammofonplade : 45 o/min.
2 dubletter
Hawaii-klange potpourri: maui no la ka oi ; yaaka hula huki dula ; Hawaiian
warchant ; Silverthreads among the gold ; Three o'clock in the morning ;
Hawaiian dreams Honolulu march ; Oua-Oua / Hawaiian traditionals bearb.
af Kauni
Matrix;   4513-45 HDK

4514-45 HDK     
Rec;     1952   

Polyphon EPS 87=X 51470+X51471
---------------------------------------------------------------

Colin  Bolton / Statsbiblioteket (Denmark)
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"Not From the American South, But From the Blue Pacific":"Not From the American South, But From the Blue Pacific":
The Steel Guitar in Early Country MusicThe Steel Guitar in Early Country Music

Part One: The Earliest "Hillbilly" Steel-Guitar Recordings

Perhaps no one sound conjures up the image of country music more-immediately than-as the Judds phrased it in the
chorus of their 1988 hit "Turn it Loose" - "the slide of the steel guitar." Given the instrument's long association with
American country music (and its early use on recordings by musicians from the southern United States such as
Jimmie Rodgers and Roy Acuff), many people are surprised to learn-as Tom Armstrong notes in his essay "Amplified
Steel" - ”that the instrument's deepest roots . . . lie not in the American South, but in the blue Pacific”.1

Tradition ascribes the invention of steel-guitar technique to an eleven-year-old Hawaiian schoolboy from northern
Oahu, Joseph Kekuku (1874-1932), who-the Hawaiian Music Hall of Fame website relates-discovered the technique
while "'fooling around' with his [six-string wooden] guitar [and] slid[ing] different objects across the strings to see what
sounds he could produce . . .". 2

After spending seven years refining his technique (settling on a slim steel cylinder for a slide, raising his guitar's strings
via a converter nut [to enable his slide to glide along them without touching the frets], and replacing his gut strings
with wire ones [for more sustaining power]), Kekuku began teaching his "steel method" to fellow-students at
Honolulu's Kamehameha School for Boys and performing concerts in the city. 3

In 1904, Kekuku travelled as an entertainer to the American Mainland, where a fascination with "things Hawaiian" was
fast-developing in the wake of Hawaii having been accorded territorial status four years earlier. Touring units such as
Kekuku's (as well as visits by acts such as Irene West's Royal Hawaiians and Major Kealakai's Royal Hawaiian
Sextette) did much to spread the popularity of the steel guitar. 4 San Francisco's Panama-Pacific Exposition of 1915
brought many more island musicians to the Mainland, helping to make Hawaiian music the most-popular style of
music in the Victor Record Company's catalogue by the following year. 5

In America's southern and Appalachian hinterlands, interest the steel guitar was generated by Hawaiian musicians'
appearances on the vaudeville, tent-repertoire, and Chautauqua (adult-education) circuits. As country-music scholar
Bill Malone postulates:

When a Hawaiian unit visited an American town or hamlet, it was certain to leave behind a number of 
enthralled partisans and a least one young boy who began badgering his parents to buy him a guitar 
and enroll him in a steel-guitar correspondence course. 6

Bob Dunn (who played steel guitar with Milton Brown, Bob Wills, and Jimmie Davis, among others) related to Malone
in a 1966 interview that an encounter at c. age nine with a Hawaiian stage show in eastern Oklahoma was the inspi-
ration for him obtaining a steel guitar, enrolling in correspondence lessons with native Hawaiian guitarist Walter K.
Kolomoku (1889-1930), and entering into a vaudeville- and radio-performing career in the late 1920's. 7

Robert Armstrong and George S. Kanahele have observed that-of all the different types of American musicians who
were exposed to the steel guitar-the ones most-influenced by it were "country [music] musicians", noting that "the new
[guitar] style was well-suited to mimicking the human voice much like the fiddle or harmonica", and that "it [also] had
an inherent mournful quality that [well-]augmented country harmonies". 8

Kip Lornell cites the steel guitar's ability to easily produce the microtones ("blue notes") employed by southern blues
musicians in his observation that "the slurring of the slide upon the strings mirrored the ability of [blues] harmonica
players to move between the whole- and half-steps of Western scales." 9 Malone speculates that "southern rural audi-
ences may have been preconditioned to enjoy the whining sounds of the steel guitar" from "having heard similar
sounds produced by black [blues] guitarists using knife-blades, bottle-necks, and similar devices." 10 David Evans-
placing the origins of "hillbilly steel guitar" at around 1920 (the term "country and western" not commonly-used until
the 1940s )-sees the playing-style as a hybrid which blended  Hawaiian, knife, and bottleneck influences. 11

The first hillbilly steel-guitar recordings appeared after 1925. Some performers (e.g., Lemuel Turner) recorded instru-
mentals; others (e.g., Frank Hutchison and Frankie Marvin) used the instrument mainly to accompany their singing.
Sometimes a steel guitarist recorded with a second, standard guitarist, with one (or both) of them handling vocals. On
occasion, the two performers were brothers (e.g., Ralph and Kelly Masters, of Masters' Hawaiians), anticipating the
"brother-group" "fad" that would sweep country music in the later 1930s.

Steel guitarists also recorded as members of string bands, alongside the fiddle, banjo, and possibly a mandolin or
ukulele. (Examples include Frank Wilson [1900-?], a North Carolina textile-mill-worker who recorded with three 
different string bands in Ashland, Kentucky and New York City from 1928-29, Jimmy Yates, who recorded with four 
different string bands in Atlanta, Memphis, and Birmingham between 1928-1930, and Anthony G. ["Andy"] Sannella



[1900-1962], a jazz reed-player/guitarist who played steel guitar on the recordings of three different New York City-
based string bands from 1930-31.)

The interest in Hawaiian culture sometimes carried over into group names, with southern steel guitarists becoming
part of aggregations bearing such names as the Hawaiian Pals (or-rather incongruously-the North Carolina
Hawaiians!). Sometimes the "cross-cultural" references led to unexpected juxtapositions, as when a group calling
themselves the Hawaiian Songbirds recorded "Arkansas Sweetheart" (1930), or when the improbably-named
"Hoosier Hawaiians" (christened after the nickname for residents of Indiana) recorded the "Utah Trail" (1931)! (Or-
conversely-when the Blue Ridge Ramblers [named after an east-coast Appalachian mountain-range] recorded the
"Honolulu Stomp" [1929].)

One of the first hillbilly musicians known to have played a steel guitar was Frank Hutchison (1897-1945), a white,
blues-influenced guitarist, harmonica-player, and vocalist from southern West Virginia who steel-guitar historian Rich
Kienzle believes may also have been the first country-music performer to feature the instrument. 12

Hutchison utilized a "knife-style" of guitar-playing (brushing a pen knife along his guitar's strings) on his first record-
ings, the blues songs "Worried Blues" and "Train That Carried the Girl From Town" (made in New York City in
September 1926). 13 (Hutchison apparently learned his "knife-style" technique as a child from an African-American
laborer laying track for railroads servicing coal mines in his area of West Virginia.) 14
Hutchison's other "'knife-slide' guitar" sides (which number a "half a dozen or so", according to country-music schol-
ar Tony Russell) include the instrumental "Logan County Blues" (1927) (a reworking of the 19th-century "parlor" gui-
tar piece "Spanish Fandango"). 15

The white southerner Lemuel Turner recorded four steel-guitar instrumentals in Memphis in February 1928, includ-
ing "Way Down Yonder Blues" (which Evans describes as being "[close] to typical black 'bottleneck' style") and "Jake
Bottle Blues". 16  The latter title refers to Jamaican Ginger Extract ("Jake"), a patent medicine containing 75-90%
alcohol used as a booze substitute by low-income, working-class southerners during Prohibition until two amateur
chemists/bootleggers began adulterating the extract with a paralysis-causing plasticizer.  Turner recorded "Jake Bottle
Blues" nearly two full years before the paralysis epidemic hit (in early 1930), so-presumably-the tune refers only to
the intoxicating (and addictive?) qualities of the extract (and was perhaps recorded-one might hypothesize-using a
Jamaican Ginger bottle as a slide?). 17

Oklahoma-born Frankie Marvin (1904-1985) sang (and yodeled, in Jimmie Rodgers-esque style) to his own steel-
guitar accompaniment on a series of recordings made in New York in the late 1920s/early 1930s (often under sev-
eral pseudonyms). As "Frankie Wallace", Marvin recorded "My Hula Girl" (1929) and a cover of Jimmie Rodgers's 
double-entendre hit "Everybody Does It In Hawaii" (1930).  (Marvin would later attain his  greatest fame playing
steel guitar behind Gene Autry.)

Some of the most-influential early hillbilly steel-guitar recordings were made by Darby and Tarleton, a duo consist-
ing of South-Carolina-born steel guitarist Jimmie Tarleton (1892-1979) and Georgia-born guitarist Tom Darby (1884-
1971). 

Tarleton-an itinerant textile-mill worker-learned to play bottleneck guitar by age 12 from African-American musicians
he heard as his sharecropping family moved around the South; a west-coast encounter with Hawaiian guitarist Frank
Ferera (1885-1951) (who had come to America as an entertainer at the Panama-Pacific Exhibition) enabled Tarlton
to learn how to use a steel slide. 18 (Tarlton's ultimate slider-of-choice proved to be an automobile wrist pin, which
he used from the late 1920s onwards.) 19

Darby and Tarlton began recording in 1927; their second session yielded the double-sided hit "Columbus Stockade
Blues"/"Birmingham Jail". (With sales of over 200,000 copies, the record became one of Columbia's best-sellers at
the time, helping to establish both songs as country-music standards.) 20

"Birmingham Jail" offers a good example of Tarleton's early steel-guitar playing and vocal harmonizing. (The recording-
the first of the folk song-was supposedly inspired by Tarleton being incarcerated for moonshining.) Here-as on many
Darby and Tarlton recordings-Darby sings lead, with Tarleton supplying a descant above the melody. The recording 
features several steel guitar solos by Tarleton (at the opening and also between the song's first, second, and third 
verses).

"Birmingham Jail" was covered at least fourteen times by a dozen different hillbilly acts through 1938; five of these 
covers utilized steel guitar, including Bud and Joe Billings's 1928 rendition, with perhaps multi-instrumentalist Roy
Smeck (1900-1994) on steel. (Smeck-who played steel guitar for opera-performer-turned-hillbilly-singer 
Vernon Dalhart in 1926 [on "Far Away in Hawaii"]-similarly backed Gene Autry, Elton Britt, and Frank Luther in the
early 1930s.)
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Another hillbilly act pioneering the steel guitar was the Johnson Brothers, a duo (possibly from east Tennessee) 
consisting of steel guitarist/vocalist Paul Johnson and his brother Charles on standard guitar. Not much is known
about the Johnsons' background, although country-music historian Charles K. Wolfe believes their repertoire-which
included vaudeville numbers-suggests they probably worked professionally before participating in five recording ses-
sions in New Jersey, Tennessee, and Indiana from May-September 1927. 21

The Johnsons' third session (in late July 1927) was part of Ralph Peer's historic "Bristol Sessions" (in-the-field 
recordings made in Bristol, Tennessee of regional talent for Victor Records).

The Johnsons' Bristol rendition of "A Passing Policeman" (properly titled "The Little Lost Child", an 1894 vaudeville
song popularized by Lottie Gilson) features Paul's mid-song steel-guitar solo (essentially an ornamented version of
the melody), accompanied by El Watson (an African-American musician) on the bones (flat clappers made of bone
or wood harkening back to the minstrel-show days).

The Johnsons's other Bristol sides with steel guitar include the murder-ballad "The Jealous Sweetheart", featuring
another mid-song solo by Paul (as well as one to open the recording).

Other steel-guitar duos included Nelstone's Hawaiians, a south-Alabama act consisting of Hubert A. Nelson (1902-
1985) on steel guitar and vocals and James D. Touchstone (c. 1895-1937) on standard guitar, harmonica, and
vocals. (The performers-who were not Hawaiian-formed their group name from a combination of their surnames.)

Wolfe believes the Hawaiians may well have been the first south-Alabama act to use a steel guitar. 22 The duo made
eight recordings between 1928-29, including the steel-guitar-laced sides "The Fatal Flower Garden" (1929) (a version
of the 18th-century British murdered-boy ballad "Sir Hugh" [Child 155]) and Nelson/Touchstone's own "Just Because"
(1929). 23 (The latter tune was covered by six different hillbilly acts over the next seven years, including the Cajun
group the Hackberry Ramblers, with Lonnie Rainwater [1915-1982] on steel guitar.)

Interest in the steel guitar extended to the Carter Family, who-by the spring of 1928-had seen the six sides they 
recorded in Bristol, Tennessee (beginning several days after the Johnson Brothers) released by Victor as their first 
commercial recordings. In May 1928, the Carters were summoned to New Jersey for two sessions at Victor's
Camden headquarters; during their initial session, Maybelle Carter recorded on steel guitar for the first time (on the
prison-song "Meet Me By the Moonlight, Alone" and the forsaken-love song "Little Darling, Pal of Mine"), using her
Stella guitar, converted to a "Hawaiian setup". 24 As Malone explains:

Maybelle played acoustic steel guitar [in Camden] by raising the nut on her Stella guitar which she had used
at the Bristol sessions and using an open tuning (she played the two steel guitar numbers at the [first 
Camden] session in the key of E). By this time . . . [Maybelle] had bought a Gibson L-5 cello model, which 
she now used for her conventional guitar work . . .25

Over the next year-and-a-half, Maybelle played steel guitar on fourteen more Carter Family recordings, including 
"My Clinch Mountain Home", "The Foggy Mountain Top", and "Sweet Fern".

"Sweet Fern" (1929)-based on Westendorf and Persley's 1876 parlor-song "Sweet Bird"-features solos from Maybelle
at the opening and in the middle of the recording; at the end of the each chorus, Maybelle echoes her cousin Sara's
yodelling on the lower strings of her Stella. 26

The recordings of Ashley's Melody Makers (aka Ashley's Melody Men)-from the Ozark Mountain area of northern
Arkansas-offer an example of a late-1920s hillbilly string band incorporating a steel guitar. The groups were led by
Arkansas-born steel guitarist/vocalist Hobart M. Ashley (1896-1970). (Ashley-who worked as a farmer-was the 
constant in the groups, which varied in size from three to five performers, and contained-at various times-his two 
oldest sons.) 27 The Melody Makers/Melody Men had three recording sessions in Memphis and Dallas from 1929-
1932.

"Bath House Blues" and "Searcy County Rag" - from the Melody Makers' first, October 1929 session in Memphis-were
included on the 1977 County Records LP "Echoes of the Ozarks", volume I (518). On Ashley's own "Bath House
Blues", his steel-guitar "swoops" on intermittent downbeats are clearly heard behind the fiddle lead. "Searcy County
Rag"-named for Ashley's home county in Arkansas-is a square-dance tune related to "Jake Gillie". 28 The recording
begins with a spoken introduction including Ashley's banjoist (and Ashley himself?), leading into an energetic rendi-
tion of the dance-tune (repeated seven times), laced with assorted square-dance calls from the bandmembers ("swing
that gal with the red dress on", "promenade around, boys", etc.).
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Aloha..... 
The tab. this time is for beginners and advanced play-
ers alike. The Arrangement is a note for note tran-
scription of the Harry Brooker version as on the album
“Pearls of Hawaii” Felix Mendelssohn. The original is
on my web site to download as an mp3 :- 
www.waikiki-islanders/assets/million/
A backing track and the tab. of the  improvised second
part is available from me @ £5.50 including P&P (S&H
for the colonials) 

The guitar  in the first picture is my Gibson Multiharp
they only made a few of these as their main output
was the 8 string 6 pedal Electraharp. The pedals are
on the players left side and also the changer. It’s pos-
sible to set up the middle neck (Where the changer is)
to have a different tuning on each pedal, giving you a
guitar with 9 possible tunings, and that’s not counting
the possible combinations of pedals.

My very first ‘real’ guitar (As opposed to a homemade
one) was a Gibson EH-150 6 strings 4 pedals. In 1963
(£9/1/9d A.W.W.) it cost me £225, at that time about
the equivalent of 22 times the average weekly wage. 

1966 (A.W.W. = £10/13/11d ) I bought a Fender 1000
for £450 (the same price as a new ‘Mini’) 40 times the
A.W.W, 

Finally in 1971 (A.W.W. = £14/16/0d )  I went ‘Country’
and  bought an Emmons D-10, John Hughey arranged
the sale through Harold Lashley the factory manager.
That guitar cost almost twice the price of an average
family saloon car at the time. £1,600. over 100 times
the A.W.W. Sadly John Hughey has passed away (see
page 3) there will be an article about his massive con-
tribution to the popularity of the steel guitar, in the next
issue.
If you think that Steel Guitars are expensive today,
think again. The gibson E-150 in 1936 was $150
including a small amplifier, 23 times the average
weekly wage. (In 1936 the average weekly wage was
£1/12/9d.= $6.50) An EH-150’s value today is about
£800 - £1,000.. Less than one Tenth of a pro-rata
value. It SHOULD be $22,908 all things being equal.

At the moment a professional quality non pedal Steel
Guitar would be less than $1,000 (£500) equal to one
weeks wages, and the professional D-10 Pedal guitar
about $5,000 (£2,500) five times the A.W.W. 
(2007 A.W.W. £498) 

1935 Gibson E-150    $150 23 x A.W.W. ($6.50)
1963 Gibson EH-150 $900  22 x A.W.W. ($41.00)
1966 Fender 1000    $1800 40 x A.W.W. ($45.00)
1971 Emmons D-10 $4800 100 x A.W.W.($48.00)

So, whilst in the seventies the steel guitars cost a LOT
of money, now with a weak dollar,  E-Bay and the
internet in general, the cost of new or second-hand
instruments has plummeted. 
Coming soon, the refurbishing of a 1954 Stringmaster
by Alan Brookes. See :-
http://bb.steelguitarforum.com/viewtopic.php?t=115324
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A Million Moons Over Hawaii (intro and first section)
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A Million Moons Over Hawaii (intro and first section) 
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"Hawaiian & Hawaiian Guitar Records 1891 - 1960""Hawaiian & Hawaiian Guitar Records 1891 - 1960"
by 

Malcolm Rockwell

Malcolm ‘Aloha Dream ‘ member from Hawai’i  has completed his discography,  which is now available.

"Hawaiian & Hawaiian Guitar Records 1891 - 1960" is the culmination of almost 15 years of research into Hawaiian music
on 78 rpm records. T. Malcolm Rockwell, the compiler of the discography, began the work in 1991 as an addition to his
own record collection, as an aid to cataloging. John Marsden, the eminent Hawaiian music historian, came on board 3
years later and is one of the work's major contributors.

On a record buying trip to Memphis, Tennessee, Malcolm first talked about the project with blues collector Richard Hite
and, after some initial investigation, discovered that there were many individual Hawaiian artist discographies around, but
they were scattered, incomplete and hard to locate. Malcolm gathered these resources and decided to put as much infor-
mation about the genre together as possible. This work is the result.

The book runs to over 1400 pages with more than 10,000 entries. Malcolm has consulted with major collectors on four
continents, and has done many years of painstaking research of record label archives, etc.  This is information that would
have been lost to the ages, but is now available for your Hawaiiana projects and collector interests, and is also a must buy
for all  78 collectors as well as most Hawaiian archives and deejays.

Not only are there the main listings, alphabetic by artist and group, with all the why’s and wherefore’s of the many record-
ing sessions, but there are many extras included. 

The main listings include Hawaiian material recorded on 78 rpm records worldwide from 1891 to 1960, and beyond. The
Japanese listings are very much of note as this is the first time any of the extensive amount of Hawaiian material produced
in Japan has been catalogued.

The appendices include the complete holdings in the Helen Roberts cylinder collection of chants and song recorded in
1923 and 1933 for the Bishop Museum in Hawaii (among other holdings), as well as a British Accordion Band discogra-
phy (these bands used steel guitar on many of their selections) and a plot pré cis and song title list for the famous German
stage play "Die Blume von Hawaii". Also in the appendices are the steel guitar holdings of The Arhoolie Foundation's
Strachwitz Frontera Collection of Mexican and Mexican-American Recordings. 

So the work is not only a treasure trove for the die hard Hawaiian collector, historian and broadcaster, but for many oth-
ers who love this music as well.

For prospective UK buyers a cheque, postal order or cash to Pat Henrick at the address on the con-
tents page and we will order for you direct from Malcolm. $75.00 USD is approx £37.50 as of current
rates.

HOW TO ORDER
The price for the discography is $ 75.00 USD -
which includes the retail cost of the CD-ROM, 
a four-page insert, a standard DVD box and also
Hawaii excise tax, packing and postage -
shipped anywhere in the world. 

For US and Canadian buyers payment may be
made by US check to:-
Malcolm Rockwell, P.O. Box 1064, Kula, HI
96790-1064, 
or by PayPal at  <malcolm@78data.com> or you
may email me for further options. 
PayPal is preferred.

International buyers may use PayPal at  
<malcolm@78data.com> or you may email 
me for further options. 
P.O. Box 1064, Kula, HI 96790-1064, USA
email: hawaiiandiscog@78data.com
Many mahalos and much Aloha 
Malcolm Rockwell

Hawaiian Quintette.
Front cover photo of the discography.



HERB KAWAINUI KANE (pronounced KAH-ney) is an artist-historian and author with special interest in Hawai'i
and the South Pacific. Born in 1928, he was raised in Hilo and Waipi'o Valley, Hawai'i, and Wisconsin. He holds
a masters degree from the Art Institute of Chicago and the University of Chicago.
In 1970, Herb Kawainui Kane left a successful career as a graphic artist in Chicago and returned to his
homeland, to begin a new life in the land of his ancestors. Within 14 years he was so renowned in Hawaii he
was named one of the state's "Living Treasures." 
He was in his forties when he made this leap of life styles, not an easy age to begin anew. But he has cut off
the past and faced the unknown several times over the years- when he "gets tired of one room and steps into
another room and slams the door," as he puts it. 
He now resides in rural South Kona on the Island of Hawai'i. 

BYRON’S BAY.BYRON’S BAY.

This painting  was 
commissioned by a
Mainland collector. 
His wife had been a
child in Hilo and fondly
remembered harvesting
opihi around Coconut
Island with an elderly
relative. She asked for
a painting of Hilo Bay.
Not content with just
doing another land-
scape of the bay, my
preference was to
depict a view of it at
some historic moment. 

“From an early age my father’s gifts “From an early age my father’s gifts 
as a storyteller infected me with his as a storyteller infected me with his 
love of legends and history. love of legends and history. 
Storytelling through painting became myStorytelling through painting became my
great interest. great interest. 

The subtle and diverse challenges ofThe subtle and diverse challenges of
realism fascinated me.realism fascinated me.

These influences and my personal These influences and my personal 
interest in the cultures of Hawai’i andinterest in the cultures of Hawai’i and
the South Pacific have led to the the South Pacific have led to the 
subjects of my paintings”subjects of my paintings”

HERB KAWAINUI KANEHERB KAWAINUI KANE

While I’m searching the internet for article etc., I come across the most amazing artists and their paintings,
the talent in the Hawaiian art world is quite extraordinary, and I’m sure they wouldn’t mind if I shared their
stories and paintings with you. I will give details of where their paintings are available from.           Pat. 

P a i n t i n g  H a w a i i a n  S t y l eP a i n t i n g  H a w a i i a n  S t y l e
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The first ship of some consequence to anchor in Hilo Bay was the 46 gun frigate H.M.S. Blonde, captained
by Lord Byron (cousin of the poet) who had returned the remains of the king and queen of Hawaii after their
death in London.
Both Cook and Vancouver had avoided the bay, cautious of being blown against its lee shore by the prevail-
ing tradewind, but Byron's first lieutenant took soundings and found the long submerged "reef" of lava that
encloses and protects much of the bay. Today, the long breakwater is built on it, and it is still on the map as
"Blonde Reef." 
Byron saw it as a fine site for wood, water and provisions to refit the ship for the journey back to England.
The Queen Regent, Ka'ahumanu, entertained him with lavish hospitality and ordered that Hilo Bay be forever
called Byron's Bay.
After reading the journals of Byron, the naturalist Andrew Bloxam, the botanist James MacCrae, and the artist
Robert Dampier, I decided to do a painting of the moment of departure. The view of the bay is looking west-
northwest from the northern shore of the little islet that even at that early date had received the name, Coconut
Island. Men and boys are picking opihi from the rocks. Sea birds were then very much a part of the landscape.
Part of a thatched house in a grove of coconut and milo is seen at the left. A small fishing canoe is being pad-
dled in from the right. This foreground area is in cloud shadow. In the middle distance, in bright morning sun-
light, the frigate, surrounded by canoes and a local trading schooner, is ghosting out toward the channel lead-
ing to the sea in very light air, the yards braced around so the sails might catch the slightest breeze. In the dis-
tance, rising from a low cloud bank and shadowed green flanks, the summit of Mauna Kea flashes white with
snow. Because this was in mid July I had resigned myself to showing Mauna Kea without snow, until I read
James MacCrae's journal. MacCrae wrote that Mauna Kea had a snow cover, and made a difficult climb to the
summit where he found snow from a surface scattering to three feet in depth.
Another question was the exact appearance of the Blonde. Dampier's drawings and two paintings of the ship
informed me about the sails and spars, but were lacking in detail on the hull. Fortunately the National Maritime
Museum, Greenwich, England, has the original construction drawings and for seventy pounds I was able to pur-
chase copies.

Career experience has included advertising art, publishing art, architectural design, portrait painting, writing,
aviation art (from WWI and WWII), and sculpture. Clients include private collectors, The Hawai'i State
Foundation on Culture and the Arts, the National Park Service, as well as painting and writing for National
Geographic and other major publishers of books and periodicals. His art has appeared on postage stamps for
the U.S. Postal Service, the Republic of the Marshall Islands, The Federated States of Micronesia, and French
Polynesia. As a design consultant he has worked on resorts and special projects in Hawai'i and the South
Pacific and a cultural center in Fiji. Books include Pele, Goddess of Hawai'i's Volcanoes (1987), Ancient Hawai'i
(1998) and Voyagers (1991, 2nd edition 2006) which features 140 of his works in color, Voyage, the Discovery
of Hawai'i (1976) now out of print.
Research on Polynesian canoes and voyaging led to his participation as general designer and builder of the
sailing canoe Hokule'a, which he served as its first captain. Navigated without instruments, the canoe has made
many long voyages throughout Polynesia. 

HOKULE'A THE POLYNESIAN VOYAGING CANOE.HOKULE'A THE POLYNESIAN VOYAGING CANOE.

EXCITING NEWS ! 
October 2, 2007 from 
Mr. Kane

Voyages by Hokule’a and
other voyaging canoes
have demonstrated the
seaworthiness of
Polynesian canoe designs
and the adequacy of
ancient non-instrument
navigation. 
The argument presented
by the Polynesian
Voyaging Society has now
been validated by hard 
evidence.
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Chickens were believed to have been introduced to the Americas by the Spanish; but in June it was
announced that archaeologists have found chicken bones in Chile that predated Columbus by centuries, and
DNA from the bones matched that of the Polynesian-Southeast Asian chicken. And now we have rock-hard
evidence that supports Hawaiian legends of return voyages from Hawaii to the South Pacific.
A stone adze collected many years ago on a coral atoll in the South Pacific Tuamotu islands has the same
“chemical fingerprints” as found in stone on the Hawaiian island of Kaho’olawe. Hokule’a’s first voyage to the
South Pacific made its first landfall at an atoll in the Tuamotu archipelago.

PANTHEON OF VOLCANO SPIRITS  PANTHEON OF VOLCANO SPIRITS  
commissioned for the Thomas A. Jaggar Museum
In 1986 Park Ranger Jon Erickson asked me to participate with his designers on a new museum about Hawai‘i's
volcanoes. My task was to create images of Hawaiian volcano myths, thus the following photo murals were 
created and installed:

In 1984 he was elected a Living Treasure of Hawai'i. In the 1987 Year of the Hawaiian Celebration he was one
of 16 persons named as Po'okela (champion). 
From 1988 to 1992 he served as a founding trustee of the Native Hawaiian Culture & Arts Program, a Federal
Program at Bishop Museum. He is the 1998 recipient of the prestigious Charles R. Bishop Medal, awarded by
the Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum, the State Museum of Hawai'i. Selected as a featured artist during the
2005-2006 Norman Rockwell Museum Exhibition: National Geographic, the Art of Exploration.
Currently Herb is researching the many distinctive types of sailing canoes of Polynesia and Micronesia (the
majority are now extinct) and expressing his findings in paintings, thus enlarging and refining a series that he
began thirty years ago.

BATTLE AT NU‘UANU PALI.BATTLE AT NU‘UANU PALI.
In their November,
1983 issue, National
Geographic featured a
story titled:-
Kamehameha,
Hawai‘i's Warrior King.
Mr. Kane was commis-
sioned to create 
several paintings, 
and others were repro-
duced that had been
painted for private 
collectors depicting
Kamehameha's battles
waged on his drive to
unite the islands.

I’m sure a lot of readers
will recognise this painting. 
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Since his school days at the Art Institute of
Chicago, he has been told that the type of
art he prefers is not real "art," it is mere
illustration. Yet realism, or representational
art, is all he ever wanted to do.
Kane says "Representational art goes way
back," much of what we know of the past
we get from artists who have documented
their time and place, their people, their cul-
ture." Just as he is doing.
"Also if my work contributes to our compre-
hension of Hawai'i's past, that will ultimate-
ly become the greatest reward"

EDDIE KAMAEEDDIE KAMAE Virtuoso of the ukulele and leader of the "Sons
of Hawai‘i". Eddie is also a musicologist whose tireless interview-
ing and collecting has saved many old songs which would other-
wise have been lost.

HINA, HINA, 
GODDESS OF THE MOONGODDESS OF THE MOON

PELE, PELE, 
GODDESS OF HAWAI‘I'SGODDESS OF HAWAI‘I'S

VOLCANOESVOLCANOES

POLIAHU, POLIAHU, 
GODDESS OF MAUNA KEAGODDESS OF MAUNA KEA

PA‘U RIDERS OF OLD HAWAI‘IPA‘U RIDERS OF OLD HAWAI‘I

The following are some of the places to obtain Herb Kane’s works:-  Island Art Galleries -  1365 Nuuanu Ave
Suite 4 Honolulu HI.
Pictures Plus  -75-1006 Henry St Kailua-Kona, HI.
Image Station Art Company, Inc. - 300 Ohukai Road, #C2-203 Kihei, Maui, HI.
Hawaii Visions on Ebay.                    Herb Kane’s own web site:-   http://herbkaneart.com/homepage.html
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News From Hawai’i
Bobby Ingano - Man of Steel.

Bobby Ingano stretches out with old-fashioned
country and folk.
For Bobby, it all comes down to trust. The lap steel
guitar player was able to play what he felt during
recording sessions for his just-released album,
"Stranger Here." That's because Ingano genuinely
enjoyed playing with his friends Sean Thibadeaux and
Milan Bertosa, two-thirds of the acoustic folk-swing
band Eleven Gallon Hat.

For a man well-regarded for his Hawaiian music -- his
sweet steel sounds accompanying such acts as the
Brothers Cazimero, the Ka'au Crater Boys, Amy
Hanaiali'i Gilliom and Willie K, and Kekuhi Kanahele -
- his new album is straight-up, old-fashioned folk,
country, Western swing with, yes, a bit of Hawaiian.
Ingano and the boys will open for country-roots
singer-songwriter Rick Shea at the Honolulu Academy
of Arts Friday night, and that well-honed chemistry
should be evident on stage. (Thibadeaux and Bertosa
will also play behind Shea during his set.)
"We've had the idea of doing the album for a while,"
Thibadeaux said Saturday, as he and Ingano sat in
the courtyard of Kaumakapili Church, next door to
Ingano's longtime place of employment, Tamashiro
Fish Market. "It took three months in all to do the
tracking, most of it done live."

"It was hard work, but fun," Ingano added. "That's
because Milan and Sean wanted me to create my own
stuff. Since I cannot read or write music, I had to put
my songs, as I played them out, on cassette, and
Milan would then chart it all out. 
"It seems my best ideas come to me as I'm ready to
fall asleep, when I'm in a relaxed mode."
Although the album includes a select number of cover
songs -- in particular, a lovely sambalike reworking of
"Rhythm of the Rain," the early '60s Cascades hit, and
"After You've Gone," first done by gypsy jazz guitarist
Django Reinhardt, later made popular by Les Paul
and Mary Ford -- the bulk of the material are originals
by Ingano and Thibadeaux.
Ingano's instrumentals include two versions of "Kalihi
Waltz" in different tempos; the ol' time, nahenahe feel
of his birthplace, "Lanai City"; "Missing You," dedicat-
ed to a certain hula dancer who caught his eye; and
an evocative piece that features his mandolin work,
"Primrose."
"That one was inspired by my Ukrainian friends in
Ohio," Ingano said. "It's a flower that blooms around
sunrise, and is dead by next morning." The romantic
mood piece "Kula Stars" had its origins when Ingano
was flat on his back at his friends' Maui home, recov-
ering from, of all things, kidney stones.
Thibadeaux sings some on the album, including such
self-penned tunes as the charming "Three Fools," a
humourous "What's the Big Idea" (with Ingano on res-
onator guitar), and a lil' flirtatious bit of swing called "I
Love You 'Cause You're You."
Ingano cherishes reproducing the spirit of old
Hawaiian music, as he learned it from his mentor, the
late David "Feet" Rogers of the Sons of Hawaii. Even
his instruments are vintage. This particular afternoon,
he's cradling a restored 1945 Rickenbacher Electro
lap steel guitar, made of cast aluminum.
"The circuitry then was so simple," Ingano said.
"That's what gives it its warm sound."
But before Ingano met Rogers in 1978, during an ear-
lier seven-year period, he was a loud, rocking blues
guitar player, much like his brother Ralph. But once he
heard Rogers on that seminal Sons album on the
Panini label, "I quit playing electric guitar for the next
three years to learn to play the steel. That's because
the sound that Feet created was like it came straight
from heaven."

The response to "Stranger Here" has been favorable.
"A lot of friends and family have told me that it's really
a clean recording. I'm glad to hear that because,
before, I used to play the lap steel with a lot of reverb.
Now, I don't need or want to hear it."
And if you want to hear Ingano in his natural element,
he keeps in practice by occasionally sitting in with
Martin Pahinui, George Kuo and Aaron Mahi at their
Sunday evening gigs at the Marriott hotel in Waikiki.
Ingano also jams with fellow steel players Derrick Mau
and Jeff Au Hoy Fridays on Fort Street Mall near
Macy's during the noon lunch hour.Bobby in the recording studio            photo by Sam Kim
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BOBBY INGANO was born in Lanai City, Hawaii on
December 17, 1952.  As a child, Bobby's ears were
glued to the radio, constantly craving music. There
was one lone radio in his home and it was his only
means of music aside from family backyard jams.
Bobby would listen any chance he could and it was
through that radio that he found rock and roll and the
steel guitar. 
In 1959, his family relocated to Honolulu.  Shortly
thereafter he was diagnosed with Polio. Bobby spent
the next seven years in and out of the hospital.
Confined by his illness and looking for something to
break his boredom, Bobby's family encouraged him to
learn how to play the ukulele. The entire Ingano
Family is extremely musical. Everyone from his par-
ents to his siblings to most of his nieces and nephews
play the ukulele, guitar, bass or steel guitar.  The
ukulele was just the beginning.  By 1968 Bobby, age
16, was totally immersed in playing the blues and had
become part of a local high school band.  It wasn't
until years later that he was fully seduced by the steel
guitar.
Most of Bobby's teenage years were spent 'bucking
heads' with his father.  He felt his fathers' way of think-
ing was too strict.  By age 18 Bobby moved out from
the family home and was on his own. 
It was in this time of his life that Bobby met a man who
would become one of the most notably influential peo-
ple in his life.  He became Bobby's friend, mentor and
teacher. Ironically this man reminded Bobby of his
father in many ways. This friend, mentor and master
teacher was the legendary David "Feet" Rogers of
Sons of Hawaii fame.  Feet and Bobby would sit for
hours and talk.  Feet instilled in Bobby the importance
of playing with discipline and love. He would say to
Bobby, "When you play music, always have fun and
the main thing is, making people happy...PERIOD. No
worry about competition. It's not a sport. Just be
happy and smile...and never, ever, put yourself above
anybody else. Bobby, always, ALWAYS play from your
heart!"
Feet didn't just teach Bobby how to play the steel gui-
tar....more importantly, he taught him about life. 
It is with this revelation and wisdom that Bobby
shares with young steel guitar players and any
other musicians that ask for his guidance. He
has adopted this to be his philosophy and you
can certainly see that it's a way of life with him
just by watching him play. 
Others that have inspired and influenced
Bobby over the years include: Elmer 'Sonny'
Lim, Greg Sardinha, David Keli'i, Jerry Byrd,
Gabby Pahinui, Pua Almeida, Jules Ah See
and Jacob Keli'ikoa. 
Bobby has played on the albums off and on stage with
a "who's who" list of prominent Hawaiian entertainers
including Amy Gilliom, The Brothers Cazimero, Bill
Kaiwa, Theresa Bright, Martin Pahinui , Ka'au Crater
Boys, Palolo, Kapena, Ho'opi'i Brothers, Aunty Genoa
Keawe, Valley Boys, BB Shawn  and many more
groups in Hawaii and Japan.  

In 1998 Bobby joined Dennis Kamakahi, Mike Ka'awa,
Ocean Kaowili, BB Shawn, and David Kamakahi and
they became NA'OIWI, or "Native Sons".
Bobby specializes in the old-fashioned fry-pan lap
steel guitar fashioning a delicate, nuanced style, well
described as "pictures on the wind".  A reviewer once
wrote of Bobby's work, "His sensitive playing evokes
the feeling of the islands perhaps like no other player
can."  Bobby is also an excellent electric guitarist who
is capable of playing wicked blues and wild rockabilly.
Steel Reflections is pure, gorgeous, and sweet Ingano
steel guitar.

For over 30 years Bobby has been a loyal employee of
Tamashiro's Market and has no plans to quit working. He
uses his off time and weekends doing what he enjoys
most....making music, and making people smile!   When
you listen to Bobby play you will find yourself smiling.
You can't help it.  This is a man who truly enjoys making
music.  You will find yourself swept up in his sweet steel
playing... a reflection of the familiar sound of yesterday…
a steel reflection. 
Bobby Ingano is one of the most in-demand steel gui-
tarists in Hawaii today.  Always warm and friendly with a
contagious smile, Bobby finds pure joy in his music mak-
ing. He is an artist overflowing with the spirit of aloha and
an inspiration to many young entertainers in Hawaii.

Article and photos taken from various sources including the
Honolulu Starbulletin.                                Pat Henriques.

Bobby at the 2006 Aloha International steel Guitar
Convention Winchester with L.T. Zinn, Duke Chinn 

Bobby plays a seven string Rickenbacher Fry Pan, a
seven string Canopus and a six string Fender Champion
on his debut album  ‘Steel Reflections’.
Bobby’s new C.D. ‘Stranger Here’ and his debut solo
album ‘Steel Reflections’ from 1998 are available
from........www.mele.com
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Readers Letters.

Memories of her time with Felix Mendelssohn by Doreena Sugondo.

Doreena has kindly said she would send articles of her time with The Felix Mendelssohn Band, here is the first one.

I first joined Felix Mendelssohn band at the Tivoli Theatre in Hull, although I sang and danced with local bands
I’d never been on the stage.
All new girls were put on the small podium in between the drummer and bass player, you had to pose and look
glamourous, do a bit of swaying and watch the line up of girls dancing so that in time you knew what to expect
when you joined the girls at the front.
I was new and nervous, and still a teenager, Felix would walk up and down the stage waving his arms about
trying to look as if he was conducting; the band never took any notice of him, they knew what they were play-
ing. After a week with the band Felix sent for me and asked me why I kept waving to him every performance,
apparently when it came time for the brass section to do their bit Felix would wiggle his hand at them, I thought
he was being kind and waving at me, so I used to wave back. Of course when the others heard about it they
thought it was very funny.
I remember one night Felix came to our dressing room, he was a bit upset, someone had pointed out that his
bald patch at the crown of his head, was very noticeable in the spot light; he asked could we do anything about
it, we took it in turns to cover the patch with make-up. We always made fun of Felix and he never knew for a
few weeks that the patch was done in a different colour every night blue, green, yellow, red and any colour but
black,alas we were found out, and manager Dave Scott decided to go up in the gods one night and check on
the show, he was horrified when he saw the bright colour on Felix’s head. There were uproars at the end of the
show, and as usual we were all sacked, and as usual we were asked to come back when he had calmed down.
He always took our teasing in good fun. 
Felix was not the only one to tease, Dave, Maxi and the boys would get their share as well, it was all in good
fun and the band was like a large family. For a while it was my life and I loved every second of it... 
It was a big shock to hear that Cynthia had died, I’ve known her for 61 years and we had kept in touch.

Many thanks Doreena we will look forward to more of your tales, maybe you have some about Cynthia and yourself.

Dear Pat & Basil,
I suppose by now everyone has heard of the sad, sudden passing of Cynthia Read. John Marsden suggested
that I write my memories of her for possible inclusion in Aloha Dream. So here goes:-             

I first met Cynthia in a Norwich music shop, Wilson and Sons, one Saturday morning in 1940. She was, helped
by the shop assistant, trying on some finger picks. I just had to butt in when they were putting them on the wrong
way round. At that time, to the best of my knowledge I was the only Hawaiian Guitarist in the area, so I offered
to give Cynthia lessons; she was still a schoolgirl and lived with her parents in Hylesham Road right opposite
the Lido dance hall.
Sometimes she came to my digs and I remember on one occasion the Air raid Siren ‘Went’ and the lesson was
continued in the Anderson Shelter.  At that time we played acoustic guitars tuned to ‘A’ High Bass.
At the beginning of the war my fiance Edna, another pupil Sid Harlow and my future son-in-law, Derek Page,
and Cynthia (then Kiddell) played at old peoples’ homes, hospitals and sometimes barrage balloon and gun
sites. Cynthia always sang Aloha Beloved and Ukulele Lady.
After I was ‘called up’ in 1941 I lost touch, but the group continued playing for a concert Party called “The Blue
Club” and run by the police.
When Cynthia left school she got a job in the box office of the Theatre Royal, which is where she met Captain
Read, later to become her husband, and I believe, also met “The Hawaiian Serenaders”.
After the war Cynthia visited me to borrow an amplifier as she had a booking at the Lido where the resident
band was Chic Applin’s. I didn’t have an amplifier but managed to arrange for her to use the bands P.A. I do
remember that she was playing a six string electric, tuned to E6/7. At the time she and her husband kept a pub
in Leiston and when she retired moved into Licensed Victuallers Cottages.

Re:- March Aloha Dream. 
In the March issue there was an article by Arthur Layfield about Maurice Le Monier. Now, Strangely enough,
when my family moved to my present address we held  “musical evenings” on alternate Thursday's for Hawaiian
minded guitar friends. When Maurice was at RAF Swanton Mortey, he and sometimes more, were transported
to Norwich - complete with guitars and amplifiers, and they visited us on several occasions. Sometimes we got
so involved with the music that they had to run back to the centre of Norwich to get their transport back to camp.
No mean feat.                                                                                                      Regards Norris Winstone.
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Dear Pat and Basil,
Many thanks for the latest issue of ‘Aloha Dream’ once again a very interesting read and beautifully produced.
I have run various ‘newsletters’ in my time and I know just how much hard work has to go into each production.
Yes, Bas, I like the new tabbing format ----- very clean and easy to read. You asked for suggestions for future
tabbing and I, for one, would be very grateful if you would provide an article explaining the (mathematical?) the-
ory employed in producing those delightful linking phrases that make our loved instrument so intriguing to lis-
ten to, and so individual to play.
Is  there an easily learned secret? I suppose this is also linked to playing backing to a singer? I am sure that I
am not the only one who would appreciate reading what you have to say on the matter.
Talking the other day to Ron Whittaker on  the telephone he said that he used a second string gauge also for
his first string, as Pulu Moe did.  Pulu told him that Sol Ho’opi’i also had done this as it produced a less tinny
brittle sound. 
He recommended as I tune E7th / E13th, that I used an 0.017. I did and liked the result. 
Would be interested to read your comments, Bas!
Finally I was absolutely shocked to read my name mentioned on Page 8  in the same sentence as Harry
Brooker, Syd Gillingham, Billy Bell and Don Sandford. These were all great players, the laces of whose shoes
I, as an ignorant beginner, am unworthy to undo !  “Really ! I don’t know, I’m sure” as my mother would say. 
John Marsden once said that my style slightly reminded him of Tommy Castro. I replied that I felt my playing
was more to the style of Fidel Castro!! 

Aloha Nui  Richard Blomfield.

Dear Basil,
Nice 'phone conversation with you the other day, after not having seen you for forty years, it's good to be
brought up to date with what's going on in the world of lap and pedal steel.
Although musical taste is as individual as one's taste in food, I look forward To sometime maybe in the future,
when we meet socially, to hearing your comments Re: the subtle differences and musical qualities of the vari-
ous lap steel players, past and present.
I know that there are immediate distinctive differences apparent upon hearing pedal steel players such as :-
Moony, Emmons, and Green for example, but underneath Jerry Bird [ and maybe alongside ], there must be
many varied layers of lap players of technical skill, improvisational skill, excitement, expressiveness etc.
I'm sure that you, with your knowledge, musical experience and ability in all aspects of steel playing, have got
it all "sussed out". As with all types of music ,there are technical "whiz kids and flash Harries" But a few 'right'
notes played in the right place with feeling count for more I feel.  Anyway, nice to make contact.

Best wishes, Mick Humbert. 

Dear Pat and Basil.
Once again thanks for a first class magazine. I wondered if the readers would like to see a copy of an old photo
that was taken at Crewe Sports and Social Club around 1069-70. It shows the band I was a member of ‘Paulani
and the Tradewinds’

Here I am playing my Hofner 6 string H.G.
Behind me is Gordon Bunting on P.G. Far
right is Albert Parkes on Bass, and the gor-
geous Paulani our lead singer. Bernard
Bentley is hidden from view, was our origi-
nal drummer, who sadly is not with us any-
more. I actually had hair in those days ha!
Stewart Moffat mentioned my name in the
June 2007 A.D. This was when I attended
Ron Whittaker’s party. He said he would
have liked to have met me. Because I am a
full-time carer I can’t attend functions very
often. But hopefully sometime in the future.

A Big Aloha Keith Wagstaff.
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'I have now been playing the pedal steel guitar in
bands for many years. It is an instrument that has
always fascinated me even though it is pretty compli-
cated to get your head around (especially when you
are first learning).
I was pretty unorthodox in the way I learnt as I do not
read music. Also, when I first started on the Hawaiian
steel at the age of five there weren't many teachers
around!

My very first guitar was a Guyatone Hawaiian Lap
steel that was tuned to A6 and had 6 strings and I
used a Wem 40 amp. I think the whole thing cost my
Dad around £40 from the local music shop as it was
second hand.
I then went on to an 8-string Hawaiian Steel that is
actually now a collector's item as it was originally used
in Felix Mendelssohn's Hawaiian Serenaders. It is
made out of Oak with mother of pearl tuning heads
and a huge Concord pick up. With this I moved on to
a Fender twin Reverb Amp.
I used this set up for many shows and TV appear-
ances. As you can imagine the fact that I played the
steel caused quite a lot of interest.

When I was nine I moved on to my first pedal steel. It
was made in Southampton and was an A E S. It had 3
foot pedals and 4 knee levers, and was what they
called a lazy deck because it had an arm rest just
behind the neck which you could lean on.
The tuning of this was E9th, and I play the unusual
way of my pedal set up going from right to left being,
Pedal A being B-C#    Pedal B being G#-A 
Pedal C being Top E to F# and top B to C#.
My knee levers are set up as follows :
Left Knee Left.. E- Eb,     Left Knee Right...E-F,
Right Knee Left...F# - G, Right Knee Right... D#-D-
C#,    Right knee Up...B- Bb.
This is the same set up that I still use today. 

I was still using a Fender Twin Reverb for my amp and
I used this set up for about a year. I then borrowed
some money from my Mum and Dad who by this time
knew I was serious about this. We took the train to
Denmark street in London where I was able to pur-
chase my first real professional pedal steel.
It was a Sho Bud LDG, named after one of my steel
guitar heroes, Lloyd Green, and also bought a Peavey
Session 500 Amp, which I still use on the road today.
For those of you who use the London underground
will know what a job we had getting all that gear in to
a taxi and then the tube and then the train all the way
home to Exeter, but it was all worth it as very soon
after that joined my very first gigging band.
I was nine and the band was called Colorado Country,
which later changed its name to Sarah and Colorado
Country. We regularly played shows and were out
three to four nights every week, so it was a busy time,
because my schooling was also very important to me.
I am fortunate these days to be on the road with my
own six piece band, the nucleus of which has been
together over 10 years.

I have had a sponsorship with Peavey and Takemine
for quite a few years... I am playing my new Magnum
Pro Select D 10 Pedal Steel Guitar. The steel is amaz-
ing and has the most awesome sustain and tone, and
when you combine it with the new range of Peavey
Nashville amps I am using, it's a winning combination.
I use a Boss Digital Delay Pedal on my steel and had
the reverb taken off the amp and that gives me a
much cleaner response - that's the only effects I use
on the steel. I use Jagwire Strings and Goodrich
Volume Pedals.
I use a Peavey Cropper Classic Guitar for my Slide,
as well as a new Peavey Eddie Van Halen Wolfgang
Guitar that I have adapted to play slide on, a line six
pod effects system for some gigs and sessions and a
Boss overdrive pedal for other shows and sessions. I
usually DI the slide straight in to the PA system and
have it back through monitors, I play a limited edition
Millennium 2000 Takemine Acoustic Guitar, a Peavey
Generation EXP lead/acoustic guitar, a Samick
Electric Banjo and a Guild Mandolin and I use all
these through my Sennheiser Transmitter system.
I now use Elixir Strings on all my instruments (apart
from my pedal steel) as I find that the tone of these
guitars is naturally so good that I don't need a lot of
extra effects and gadgets to make them sound better
- the instruments do that all by themselves.
Both the slide and the steel continue to be a big part
of who I am and will always play a big part in my stage
show. Even though so much has happened to me so
far, I have no intentions of putting away my picks and
plectrums just yet!'

A TA TOUCHOUCH OFOF CCLASSLASS
SSARAHARAH JJORYORY ONON SSTEELTEEL GGUITARUITAR

This article is taken from Sarah’s own web site.
She is at the moment on tour with Van Morrison. 
For those of you who have never heard her play steel,
even if you are not a country fan, she is certainly worth
a listen.                                    
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